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by R. W. Behan
Dale was fourteen years old. All boy, his 
dad boasted—Dale had the scuffed sneakers, 
the skinned elbow, the mussed-up hair, and 
the snaps and snails, all right. And in his 
pocket was a typewriter-ribbon spool, but his 
dad didn’t know about that-
The trees and flowers of the town had felt 
the impact of the early spring, and so had 
Dale. He was thoroughly nuts about the 
police chief’s daughter. All blonde, blue, 
and budding she was, and Dale was on his 
way downtown to show her how much he 
cared.
He looked up over the glow of the street 
lights at the water tower, wondering how 
tall it really was. He watched the red light 
blinking on top, and wished he’d checked the 
shadow-length during the day, the way 
they’d taught him in Boy Scouts. Deciding 
on 200 feet, he reached into his pocket and 
took out the spool.
From it, he unwound a narrow green hair 
ribbon. The ribbon wasn’t very big or 
bright, and Dale wished he had the long red 
one he’d seen her wear several times. He 
knew the green ribbon wouldn’t show up 
very well. He wondered if he should have 
told her why he wanted a ribbon in the first 
place. But he hadn’t, and he reassured him­
self that he’d done just right.
He wound the ribbon back onto the spool 
and walked down the alley beside the police 
station. He peeked under the dusty green 
window-shade to see if her father was in­
side. He wasn’t, but Fitzgibbons, the lieu­
tenant, was.
Assuring himself that old Fitz couldn’t see 
past the end of his nose anyway, Dale stopped 
and looked at the water tower. It was fifty
feet out in the parking lot directly behind 
the police station, but the lights in the lot 
made it hard to see much higher than the 
first thirty feet or so of the legs.
Dale walked across the lot and hid in the 
shadow of the hardware store. He wanted to 
see the top of the tower, but even cupping 
his hands below his eyes didn’t help. The 
parking lot lights showed only the first thirty 
feet, and everything above was in darkness. 
He skirted around to the back of the mor­
tuary, but still no luck. He wanted very 
much to see where he was going, and he felt 
uneasy that he couldn’t.
Finally, he bent down and tied his sneakers 
tighter. He checked to see if the ribbon was 
in his pocket. He wiped his hands on the 
front of his dark blue sweatshirt. And he 
whispered, “I love that girl, and I am going 
to climb this tower.”
Dale walked straight out to the tower, 
grabbed the first rung of the ladder, and 
started up. He’d gone about ten feet when he 
realized how rusty the rungs were and just 
how tight he’d have to hang on. After another 
ten feet, he began to get tired, so he leaned 
in closer to take more weight on his legs. 
That worked better, and he cleared the light 
from the parking lot sooner than he’d ex­
pected.
A car came into the lot. Dale froze, hold­
ing his breath. The driver got out, locked 
the door, and left the lot. He didn’t look up. 
Dale let go a noisy exhale.
When he started climbing again, Dale 
noticed his white sweat socks- They looked 
gray, and that was good, because he knew 
that he wasn’t very conspicuous from below. 
Then quite suddenly, they were white again. 




why. He’d climbed higher than the police 
station now, and the street lights out front 
were lighting up the tower from a new angle. 
Dale dropped back down into the shadow 
again.
He stood with both arms wrapped around 
the ladder, thinking. He hadn’t noticed that 
band of light, and he wondered how well he 
could be seen up there in it. He thought about 
the older guys who had been caught climb­
ing the tower, and what had happened to 
them.
But he’d worn dark clothes on purpose, 
and he decided to risk it. He started up 
again.
Dale climbed rhythmically, half-consciously 
counting the rungs as they slipped past his 
nose. He wondered how one person could 
love another so much, and how one girl could 
be so marvelous. He thought of the previous 
Sunday night when he’d first kissed her, and, 
during school the next day, the good feeling 
he’d had inside. He grinned and felt that 
good-inside feeling again and thought how 
surprised she’d be to see her hair ribbon 
tied to the red light on top of the water 
tower.
Dale reached for the next rung, but his 
fingers curled into an empty fist—the rung 
wasn’t there.
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The shock of realization hit him as he lost 
his balance, twisted, swung out on one foot, 
and felt the rusty edge of the ladder slam 
into the side of his face. Blindly, instinc­
tively, he flailed with his empty hand and the 
fingers clamped around a rung-
When the pounding in his ears stopped, 
Dale saw that he was at the bottom of another 
ladder. Where the two ladders met, the 
rungs were unevenly spaced, and he hadn’t 
noticed the break. The new ladder slanted 
up away from the vertical a bit; he could 
have hung by his hands and his feet wouldn’t 
have touched at all.
He thought it might be a good idea to rest 
for a while. He did, lapsing into a calm of 
relief. He pondered going back down. He 
wouldn’t have to answer to anyone, certainly; 
only he knew he was climbing the tower. 
But the girl, the kiss, the good-feeling came 
back—and so did the strength in his legs.
Up he went again, holding himself in 
against the ladder and climbing very de­
liberately. He hadn’t noticed any wind on 
the ground, but he did now. It was a steady 
wind, and just a little lean corrected for it.
Dale looked up to see how far he had to 
climb to reach the catwalk that ran around 
the tank. He could see the big pregnant 
bulge where the bottom of the tank was, but 
he couldn’t find the catwalk yet. Looking 
down, he saw that the cars in the lot were 
quite a bit smaller than the last time he 
looked. He stopped again.
His hands were tired and sore. The bump 
on his face smarted, and Dale supposed it 
was bleeding a little. The wind was strong, 
his legs were tired, the rungs up here were 
rustier than the ones down below. Dale 
thought about his little girl, and how he 
might explain the feeling he’d had when he 
slipped. He wondered if she would, or could, 
really appreciate what he was going through. 
He looked down at the parking lot. He 
looked up at the tank. He loved her.
Dale was grinning again when he pulled 
himself up onto the catwalk. After a short 
rest, he edged his way around the tank, 
reading the remarks the older guys had 
painted there. Damn Fitzgibbons to hell in a 
bucket . . . Frank J. 1949 . . . Lucy Baker 
is an old whore . . . Go/ Wildcats!
He sat down on the walk and very slowly 
leaned back until he was stretched out. He 
looked up and noticed how the tower seemed
to be falling. He told himself it was just 
the clouds moving, but he looked down over 
the edge of the catwalk just to make sure.
Dale got up. He read the one about Lucy 
Baker again. He spit on it. He rubbed it 
with one hand, spit again, rubbed with the 
other hand. It didn’t fade a bit. Dale reached 
into his pocket for the ribbon spool and tried 
to chip the paint off, but the edge of the 
spool merely curled over. He put the spool 
back into his pocket-
He turned away from the tank, looking 
out over the town. He saw the river dimly 
winding through the woods past his house, 
but her’s was hidden by the trees around the 
train station. He shook his shoulders as he 
walked back to the ladder.
He ducked under the catwalk railing and 
twisted onto the ladder. He climbed up so 
his feet were level with the railing and 
judged that the edge of the tank roof was 
about 15 feet up. Dale wasn’t very anxious
Richard Behan, a forestry major, wrote this lead 
story for Venture. He comes from Indianapolis, 
Ind., is a junior this year and a member of the 
Forestry honorary, Druids.
to start the 15 feet, but the girl came through 
again, and he did. One at a time, very 
slowly, he counted the rungs. One, two, 
three . . . six, seven . . .
His head was even with the roof’s edge . . . 
nine, ten.
As Dale reached over the edge, he felt the 
ladder skitter sideways, bumping like an 
old Ford in reverse gear. A blinding terror 
raged through the lad, surging, searing, 
strangling. No hero now, the panic-stricken 
boy stood frozen, his arms knotted around the 
ladder, his tightly clamped eyes squeezing 
tears down his face to fall silently on the 
front of his rusty sweatshirt.
His mind had been a void, but as conscious­
ness returned, he realized something must 
have broken loose. Without a sensation of 
falling, it seemed evident that miraculously 
both he and the ladder had managed to 
balance.
Moving only his eyes, Dale looked down 
at the catwalk, wondering about a jump. It 
didn’t look good at all—he couldn’t possibly 
make it. He raised his eyes to the roof,
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thinking he might be able to crawl up on 
top. But only the ladder offered a handhold, 
and Dale had not the slightest trust in that. 
Then he realized that he could be stranded 
on top if the ladder fell away.
Dale closed his eyes again and scored a 
first in his life. He swore and meant it. His 
voice, a rough whisper, was shaking, but he 
got it out—“Damn you to hell in a bucket! 
You told yourself you’d climb it—now 
MOVE!”
He grabbed viciously at the ladder, jerked 
himself over the edge, and rolled onto the 
roof. He lay there and sobbed with relief, 
trembling with cramps in his stomach. There 
was no sound but the rustle of the wind and 
a dog barking somewhere.
Later, he rolled over onto his hands and 
knees and began looking around to see why 
the ladder had moved but hadn’t fallen. He 
found two small wheels under the ladder 
where it came up over the edge and angled 
up to the light on top. He saw that the 
whole ladder could be rotated around the 
tank, and guessed it had been rigged that 
way to make it easier to paint.
He crawled up to the light and sat down 
on top of it. He was still shaking a bit, but as 
his emotions evened up some, he looked 
around. He could see the whole town 
sprinkled out, and it didn’t seem real at all- 
Way off he picked out the neighboring towns, 
and watched the car-lights crawling through 
the night. He wondered if jet pilots saw
things the same way when they were com- $ 
ing back from night missions, or if para- 1 
troopers did when jumping behind enemy 1 
lines.
The moon poked through a cloud at him, I 
and Dale began to shiver. He figured he’d 1 
better get on down. He crawled to the 
edge of the roof and went over, shaking I 
the ladder sideways again, and laughing. 1 
He stopped at the catwalk for a long rest, I 
and started down the slanting ladder, keep­
ing an eye out for the junction where he’d 
slipped coming up. He found it, passed it, 
and quickly reached the ground.
His legs were rubbery, but he trotted over 
to the shadow behind the hardware store 1 
again and looked back up at the tower. ' 
“Well, I did it,” he thought, as he grinned, < 
leaned back against the building, and jammed 
his hands into his pockets.
The ribbon! He’d forgotten the ribbon. He 
pulled out the spool, unwound the ribbon, and 
looked at it. He carefully put the spool back 
in his pocket.
Running the ribbon gently through his 
fingers, he looked first at it and then up at 
the tower. Then he rolled the ribbon into 
a tight little ball and threw it at the tower 
just as hard as he could.
But before it hit the ground, he turned 
around and started home. He looked down, 
saw a stone, and kicked it across the alley.
“I won’t tell her anything,” he said.
POWER FAILURE
by Joanne Cooper
Candle dancing in the breeze, 
Throwing shadows as you please, 
Flattering both old and young — 
To you, how many odes are sung!
Joanne Cooper is a history and English major from 
Billings. She is a sophomore transfer from Eastern 
Montana College of Education.
But, o candle, condescend 
A little brighter light to send; 
For romance you are superb, 
But I can’t see to read a word.
I  8 ]
Mary Lou Flodin, author of this 
statistical-research article, is an 
English major from Plains. In the 
spring of ’54 another article of 
hers, “An Open Letter to Psychol­
ogists,” appeared in Venture. A 
junior, she is a member of ALD and 
rush chairman for her sorority.
C^&cLtaihj <czn-ttu&vie . . . ?
In days gone by, the whispered phrase, “He 
drinks!” explained a man’s social degradation 
as well as ruined his reputation. This, how­
ever, is 1955. It seems to me it is high time 
| we started to adopt a new national attitude 
based on present-day facts to replace 
| the customary outlook: “This generation is 
: going to the dogs in an alcoholic haze.” 
Thanks to the vivid publicity that has been 
I given the drinking problem lately, the whole 
I, world, including our own public, seems to 
f have the idea that not only is everyone in the 
[ United States either a drunk or an organized 
anti-drunk, but that Americans spend enough 
on alcohol to support all Europe.1
“Alcoholic consumption went up from 121 
million gallons to 338 million gallons from 
I 1934 to 1949!2 Seventy-four per cent of our 
college students drink!” cry the alarmists.
It always helps, when one is evaluating 
| one’s outlook, to turn with a mind open to 
reason, to the facts as written down. A 
I person’s first reaction after gazing at the 
figures stated by alarmists and temperance 
I unions may be to shout out that indeed we 
| have a shocking problem and that we’d better 
I do something fast.
i But — remember several modifications to 
I these figures. For one thing, the population 
I of the United States has increased appreci- 
l ably along with the consumption of alcohol. 
I Therefore, per capita consumption figures
f G ilbert Burk, “How H ard do Americans D rink?” 
j Fortune (March, 1953), p. 124.
I 2Neumeyer, Social Problems and the Changing 
I Society (New York, 1953), p. 171.
will give a truer picture of alcohol consump­
tion. For example, the per capita consump­
tion figures for the same period show an 
increase of from 11.45 gallons to 19.92- A 
further breakdown shows this to be 1.1 gal­
lons of distilled spirits per capita, 16.71 
gallons of malt liquors, and .9 gallons per 
capita of wine. Another modification, of a 
sort, to these figures is that the biggest in­
crease in gallons of alcoholic beverages is in 
the consumption of beer,3 which has only a 
little more than 4 per cent alcohol content. 
A man who drinks two quarts of this liquid 
would ingest no more than 2.5 ounces of 
absolute alcohol, or the equivalent of that in 
two fair-sized martinis. This is not enough, 
under normal conditions, to fortify his blood 
with the .05 per cent of alcohol which legally 
puts him “under the influence.”4
So far, statistics have been mentioned only 
up to 1949. Since then, they have been rather 
encouraging. Consumption of beer has gone 
down nearly two gallons per capita. This de­
crease has been gradual and steady ever since 
1948 and it looks as if this downward curve 
may continue. Consumption of spirits, al­
though it has not shown this gradual steady 
decline lately, nevertheless has taken a tre­
mendous jump downward from 2-24 gallons 
per capita 100 years ago to 1.1 at present.5
Keep in mind, too, that in days gone by,
3Statistical A bstract of the United States, U. S. 
D epartm ent of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
1954.
4Burk, “Americans Drink,” p. 125.
^Statistical Abstract, loc. cit.
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ladies who were ladies didn’t drink. Except 
perhaps for a glass of wine before dinner in 
the higher-class homes, no woman would 
dream of being caught drinking, especially in 
a public place. It just wasn’t done. There­
fore, with the increased number of women 
who are helping the men consume the liquor 
sold today, the true per capita consumption 
has gone down—more people are drinking 
less.
Another hue and cry that has been raised 
lately is about the deplorable things that are 
happening to our young people at college. 
How horrifying! We send our poor, sweet, 
innocent adolescents to college and all they 
learn is how to smoke and drink!
A look at the statistical results of a survey 
taken in Nassau county, New York, by Dr. 
Matthew Chappel, psychology head at Hof- 
stra College, will indicate that these inno­
cent youngsters who have been corrupted at 
college were not really so innocent when 
they came. According to this survey, 90 per 
cent of the high school students drink, as 
against 74 per cent of college students who 
indulge. And furthermore, most of this 90 
per cent started to drink at home, before they 
were sixteen.0 Many people are not aware 
of this because much of the high school drink­
ing is done on the sly, while college students 
are inclined to drink publicly more often.
Let us remember also that this startling 74 
per cent is not all made up of under-aged 
drunkards. It also includes the many stu­
dents (more than one-fourth) who are of 
age—graduate students, veterans, and most 
seniors. Furthermore, when the statistics 
were taken, every person who ever took a 
drink, even if it were only a once-a- 
year Tom and Jerry, was considered a 
drinker. According to a study made at Yale 
of drinking in college, 53 per cent of the male 
drinkers drank infrequently and in small 
amounts. Of the remaining 47 per cent, only 
17 per cent drank more than once a week, 
and consumed medium amounts. Of the 
female drinkers, 71 per cent either drank in­
frequently, regardless of amount, or drank 
two to four times a month but consumed 
smaller amounts-
The Yale study neatly summarizes the re­
lationship of student drinking to experience
6Milton Lomask, “F irst Report on High School 
Drinking,” B etter Homes and Gardens (XXII) 
(March, 1954), p. 72.
at college. “For the more frequent drinkers 
and for those who drink so-called larger 
amounts, it is clear that attendance at col­
lege is not of major significance in their drink­
ing. These are the students who are most 
apt to have started drinking before enter­
ing college and whose parents are most apt 
to have approved of their drinking. Male 
students, whose pattern of drinking varies be­
tween periods of vacation and actual 
attendance at college, are apt to drink more 
while on vacation.”7 
Another quite wide-spread drinking fallacy 
is that we rough and tough westerners are 
the heavy drinkers of the country. With the
7Straus and Bacon, D rinking in  College (New 
Haven, 1954), pp. 100-117.
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|  exception of the state of Nevada, which is 
(“one great big twenty-four hour barroom,”8 
[consumption in the West, as compared with 
;the East, is rather paltry. Next to Nevada 
and Washington, D. C., Rhode Island and 
[ Delaware lead the nation in ardent or dis- 
I tilled spirits such as whiskey, with 2.5 to 3 
[gallons per capita. California is the only 
[state west of the Mississippi whose citizens 
[consume 2 to 2.5 gallons per capita. The 
[consumption of beer (again, after Nevada)
[ is greatest in Wisconsin, Michigan, and the 
[ Middle Atlantic states with 30 to 36 gallons 
[ per capita. Westerners do drink more beer 
[ than any other alcoholic beverages, but still 
I only in Oregon and Montana do they drink 
[ as much as 25 to 30 gallons per capita. The 
[ only states in the union with less than 10 
f gallons per capita consumption are the south- 
| ern states of Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, 
[ Georgia, and the Carolinas. These figures are 
I explained by the fact that nobody knows how 
[ many stills are hidden away in them thar 
hills.9
I Alcoholism is a problem that can’t be de­
nied- Ten of every 1,000 American adults are 
[ alcoholics who can never return to normal 
| social drinking. However, this figure is 
| lower than Switzerland with 16, Chile with 
[ 15, and France with 14. And the number of 
r American alcoholics has decreased consider­
ably in the past 45 years, although today alco­
holics are being more thoroughly, accurately, 
and also more honestly diagnosed. As a 
matter of fact, a hundred years ago when 
spirits were guzzled extensively and milder 
beer hardly at all, temperance societies esti- 
I' mated with some degree of plausibility that 
| 300 out of very 1,000 drinkers were alco- 
s holies.10 Furthermore, it now appears that 
1 alcoholism is not the cause of personal dis- 
I organization, but the result of it. “Most alco- 
[ holies are sick, neurotic people whose prob- 
| lems began long before they took their first 
i drink.”11
A social phenomenon in this country of ours 
[ is that for every situation which may have 
any traces of a social problem, there is an 
| equal and opposite crusading faction. For a
I RBurk, “Americans Drink,” p. 124.
»Ibid.
[ ,0Ibid., p. 153
| 1'Elliot and Merrill, Social Disorganization (3rd ed., 
New York, 1950), p. 190.
problem such as drinking which has been 
with us a long time, there are dozens of re-, 
form groups, most of them convinced that 
alcohol is the root of all evil. The most 
prominent of these fall roughly into two 
groups: those who want to legislate and those 
who want to crusade.
Prohibition has been proved inefficient 
once, although this has by no means silenced 
the legislation faction. Statistics show that 
prior to our prohibition period of the ’20’s and 
’30’s, there was a gradual decrease of per 
capita consumption of every type of liquor.12 
There are few statistics for the dry years 
(but scientists did conclude that they did not 
reduce the number of alcoholic psycho­
neurotics admitted to the hospitals.)13 Then 
right after prohibition, drinking took a tre­
mendous leap upward and only now is getting 
back to pre-prohibition level. Prohibition 
may keep occasional drinkers from drinking, 
but these people did not create a problem in 
the first place. Those who break the rules 
tend to really break them with a bang while 
they’re at it, rather than just bend them 
slightly.14 An old adage says that people 
who do anything of which the group dis­
approves almost always do it to excess. 
Saying, “don’t you dare drink,” to people 
seems to have the same effect as stirring up 
a muddy puddle in an attempt to make it 
clear water.
Public anti-drink drives have so far proved 
equally ineffective . According to one study, 
admonitions from ministers did less good 
than no advice at all.15 Too ardent a pro­
gram tends to draw laughs rather than con­
structive results.
Home education seems to be the most prac­
tical avenue towards moderation. Most 
students who drink have parents who drink. 
Many of these parents have given their off­
spring permission to drink. In the majority 
of cases, parents who told their children not 
to drink, and set an example by abstaining 
themselves, were obeyed.16 Each individual 
(Continued on Page 32)
’-Statistical Abstract, loc. cit.
’3Landes and Bolles, Textbook of Abnormal Psy­
chology (New York, 1947), p. 188.
’ •Foster, “The Truth About Drinking in College,” 
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The following: three poems were 
written by Larry E. Phillips, an 
Engrlish major from Indianapolis, 
Ind. This is his first year at 
MSU. He previously attended 
Butler university in Indianapolis 
where he received a B.A. in 
botany.
c f i a  axancn
Understand before you said,
Remember contoured paintings cannot 
Feel your fumbling fingers;
But indecision ended, self abandoned,
World then less, root in beauty and rot.
Then hail pictures hung with nails,
With hot blood and panting breath;
Shields of fire, foaming wails,
Ascend, scream, collapse wet and dry 
In knotted beauty’s drenched-drained death.
g j |
When at last we are together 
And your eyes fill me up,
When the moment comes to us again, 
Whether it be in splinted sun,
Then we shall know.
Or when along some nature’s path 
We meet, and you running, hair blown 
forward,
Come around me, making me wonderful, 
And then relax to pleasure in what 
you’ve made,
We shall know.
Or when curled like a sleeping cat,
All drawn within itself, you awake 
And release your eyes to me,
Then we shall know-
And when our minds are borne together 
By God again,
Our blood flowing into the same Heart, 
Our seifs entering into ourselves,
Jill! We shall know.
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“Behold! I have just been begotten; 
I am the wife of Christ;
These are the last thousand years.”
This is the confusion of my soul.
Between what Hope imagines could be,
Lies the reality of what I see.
Within my brain’s suppressed existence, 
Plays the torture that I know.
Between the body and the spirit,
Are the conflicts of desires.
Might delusion be better kept,
Than admitted innate, wept?
O,
Coughs of my heart’s exhausted singing 
Have echoed strange off bastard buildings, 
Bells have dinked rather than dinging,
But beat!
Heat rhythm hard hit heart,
Pound passion into this dirty city;
Pump blood through dark mirrored faces.
Murder sins, fertile red river,
And in their decay, flourish lush minds.
But how is this river to nourish and flow, 
When paralyzing pollution makes cool blood. 
When wind creaked signs, cold sounds 
Mixed in laughs of unconscious senses,
Slink down wet streets of unrealized sins, 
Plagued by their steel-plated innocence;
Or a tough kid,
Sitting down proud, but 
Keeping sky-eyes hid;
Or my paper that said 
A tree-truck had killed a deer;
Or there, beneath the table’s surface, 
Grabbing his woman’s leg,
Sits a man, safe at last;
And at the bar, chin against fist,
A stooled man chews his toothpick.
The cave fire is out,
And the sun-fire found,
But humbled forced wonderment 
Makes me ask why greater fear 
Has been the difference?
Bursting white light,
So steadily flashing, oneness,
Like nature’s night unity.
“I come to massage your mind—
The desolation of your soul,
And with my soothing hand,
Smooth Skin that shall understand 
Why toleration is condemned;
And your stretching mind,
Squeezing tempest out,
Bathing in milky lymph, awakening life, 
Giving dulled passions vitality,
Shall be cleansed of diseased doubt,
And an unbandaged mind,
Unblemished, will see God.
“And if there were not good in each city, 
And the dripping wet soil lay barren, 
Enveloping the city in fire,
Ribboning it in blue,
I’d put it away in hell,
Loosening the knot when melancholy 
To have nostalgic memories 
Of something loved that no longer is.
“And blessed are they that mourned; 
Their brave patience and endurance 
Are stronger steel-meshes than war.
And their Iron Lady has felt her final pain, 
And when the curtain melts,
An Act of Renaissance shall be seen.
So watch the Sculptor sledge His chisel, 
Making love-hammered statues live.
“And invention in Art has not ended,
Part your fingers and from your home, 
Understand how their tooled enemy 
Came to release them from stone.”
Womb within the Womb 
Of all men,
Let us slip back in:
Into all love, all beauty,
Paradise shall be -
Where we see God.
Qtx  (Jn& W c't
J o  t k j  id a J d
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Carroll O’Connor is a graduate assistant 
in the speech department. In 1948 and 1949 
he attended MSU and was a member of 
Montana Masquers. He received his B.A. 
from the University College Dublin.
A small newspaper, or campus editor might 
hesitate to send one of his “beat” reporters, 
baseball writers or home page standard 
bearers to cover a ballet, a symphony con­
cert or an opera. With a sense of justice 
toward such events, the editor would try, as 
a rule, to give these assignments to staff 
members who enjoy reputations (whether 
deserved or not) for taste in the arts. If 
his staff cannot boast this kind of enlighten­
ment, the editor may dip down for help into 
the community where, commonly, each lively 
art has its eager panjandrum.
Now the solo recitalist may expect from 
the newspaper a somewhat less gentle 
handling. The editor need not greatly ex­
tend himself to find the competent reviewer,
because (as everybody knows) anyone who 
has heard on the airways the Woolworth and 
Telephone hours can tell a good voice when 
he hears one, and certainly anyone with half 
an ear will be instantly aware of the pianistic 
dissonance or the unnerving peal of the violin 
cruelly touched. Almost anyone, therefore, 
qualifies. The only problem is to find some­
one who is willing to kill time at one of those 
things.
But when it comes to the drama, the editor 
has no problem whatever in selecting his re­
porter. Anyone at all who can indicate on 
paper some kind of reaction, however primi­
tive or shallow, can be sent around to the 
theater. After all, what is there to say about 
a play? One need only report that it was
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entertaining, and name the actors who most 
helped to make it so. The writer of the ac­
count must only exercise care, in the event 
that he was not entertained, to avoid giving 
strong and direct offense to anyone. Light 
and circumspect offense is, of course, per- 
missable, e.g., “Betty Jones as Marie An­
toinette was pleasing for the most part;” or 
“Polly Schmitt as Elizabeth Barrett took her 
role well, but could have been much louder 
in places.”
The reviewer need have no special quali­
fications to back his opinions, but he is ex­
pected — indeed required — to give his 
opinions.
Not many people are disturbed by the 
thought that opinions on drama, like opinions 
on art generally, lacking substantial aesthetic 
background have no value at all. Miss Jones, 
above, far from pleasing her audience at any 
time, may have irritated most of them con­
stantly. Miss Schmitt, in the view of many, 
perhaps represented Elizabeth Barrett gro­
tesquely, and may have seemed to some en­
tirely too loud, even vulgar. We are now 
in the realm of personal reaction, and the 
opinion of the reviewer, born abruptly of his 
particular reaction, is no better than the 
opinion of anyone else who saw the play.
And yet, the opinionated newspaper ac­
count has the force of print: if it is of no 
value to the performers nor to the unin­
structed public, it can nevertheless denigrate 
the performers’ function and abet public 
ignorance.
Some critics achieve a personal eminence 
(G.B.S., T. S. Eliot, newspaper writers like 
Brooks Atkinson, and Ivor Brown of London), 
and the public, including its art segment, is 
greatly interested in the reactions of such 
personalities. Yet the most prominent 
critics themselves realize that their subjec­
tive evaluations, however attractive to the 
reading public, are, lacking analysis, quite 
meaningless artistically. Mr. Taylor, for ex­
ample, may judge Horowitz as being too cata­
clysmic for Chopin, but an unqualified state­
ment to this effect leaves Horowitz bewil­
dered, and really means nothing to many 
who, like myself, find Horowitz invariably 
sublime.
Admittedly, deeply probing analysis might 
leave most of us no better off, but there is 
always the chance that we may benefit from
a glimpse of the objective structure support­
ing the critic’s conclusion. To be sure, we 
might presume this structure in a Deems 
Taylor review: the conclusion is to most of 
us paramount; nonetheless Mr. Taylor usu­
ally takes us with him through the works, 
as it were, instructing us as he goes.
Someone is saying now that the public 
is not interested in detailed analyses in re­
views, that people have not the time to 
struggle with such things, that the average 
man wants to know whether a performance 
was good or bad, and that he will tolerate 
only the most cursory explanation, trenchant­
ly stated, of why a performance was one way 
or another. But let it be understood now 
that an arts review is not meant—cannot be 
meant—primarily for the general public; it 
must be for the edification of the artists who 
are being reviewed. Only on this basis is 
newspaper criticism tolerable in law.
Theater is a business involving huge in­
vestments of money, and criticisms in the 
public prints can occasion great financial 
losses to theatrical investors. We may well 
ask how critics avoid law suits- If a news­
paper writer reports that he found the 
cuisine and service at a new restaurant 
wretched, he and his paper can be called to 
account for damages to the restauranteur. 
The same would apply in show business (and 
why should it not?) except that the critic 
will always maintain that his intent is never 
to influence public patronage. In other words, 
he is writing for the professional artist, not 
the patron. The courts, in deference to an 
ancient and well-understood custom, will see 
the critic’s point.
Obviously to the artist (professional or 
amateur) the aesthetic analysis is the in- 
dispensible element of a critique. When a 
person who is incapable of writing such an 
analysis seizes pen and paper he cannot pos­
sibly benefit or assist the presentation (unless 
he is nothing but a puffer), but his capricious 
account can do it much harm. Such a writer 
can, and should, be sued at law, if material 
damage can be shown, for his account, which, 
if lacking the element essential to the artist, 
perforce must have been aimed at the public.
The amateur performer or producer is, of 
course, defenseless. He cannot ordinarily 
show material loss, and has no recourse but 
to outspoken indignation, which always costs
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him more in dignity. The amateur is at the 
mercy, most often, of the amateur critic. 
(Occasionally the professional finds himself 
so precariously situated). And the amateur 
critic is usually a fellow who sees in the 
occasion of a play the opportunity for a pre­
eminent virtuoso performance on his own 
part. Few amateur critics have been able to 
resist the temptation to make that last act, 
which is theirs alone, the most memorable 
of all.
This is not to say that an amateur critic 
cannot turn out a worthwhile review; he can, 
and should, and will when he has begun to do 
a little thinking about the drama. It is im­
portant that he realize first that a play is not 
nothing until it is performed. A play is an 
art form as it is conceived and written, and 
as such it may be judged if it is never acted 
upon a stage- It may be a good play even 
though it has never been well done, and it 
may be a bad play though it has enjoyed 
many triumphal performances. “King Lear,” 
for example, is seldom well done. “Hedda 
Gabler” is seldom well done. O’Casey’s 
“Within the Gates” and “Red Roses for Me” 
have probably never been well done. Gladys 
Cooper, on the other hand, has turned such a 
piece as Noel Coward’s “Relative Values” 
into a first class entertainment.
The reviewer ought to see a play script in 
acting readiness. At this point—before the 
many faceted theatrical art is plied upon it 
—the play deserves critical evaluation. In 
its structure the critic should find a human 
problem situation, recognizable to anybody, 
to which there are apparent alternative solu­
tions. The problem situation generally arises 
from human foibles, feelings and failings 
familiar to us all. When the play characters
at a crucial moment err in their choice of 
solutions, yet emerge soundly from their 
situation (though not necessarily happily, as 
we may note in Shaw’s “Widower’s Houses”), 
the critic knows he has been handed a com­
edy. When the consequences of an erring 
choice are dire and overpowering to the char­
acters, the critic has a tragedy before him. 
The campus critic may, every now and then, 
be confronted by a farce, which is identified 
by its absence of realism either in character­
ization or situation, or both. When the 
problem situation will be unimportant to us, 
or when obviously we can have but little 
human interest in its outcome, the critic 
knows he is reading a bad play, whatever its 
type.
The critic looks for the character-making 
qualities of dialog, a readily discernible con­
nexion between character and situation, a 
suspenseful sequence of events leading to 
the point of decision, and a tightly drawn plot 
line into which these indispensables are 
knotted. He knows whether the play should 
succeed, given an adequate stage treatment.
The stage treatment is the critic’s next con­
cern: he now must tell us whether the play 
has been well served in production; his prin­
ciple object of criticism is the producer or 
director, whose job it has been to arrange a 
production that will give the play its best 
possible performance- Settings, lightings, 
costumes, and above all, movement and 
speech, are the director’s responsibilities. The 
director must adjust these variables to a 
thoughtful concept of the whole. The critic 
may question his concept, or may find fault 
only with one or more of the variables which 
appeared to be off alignment, but ultimately 
the director must bear the onus for inade­
quate performance. It is the director who 
permits the snail’s pace, the awkward 
moment, the wretched delivery, the absurd 
decor, dress, and lighting; it is the director 
too who must receive the highest praise when I 
the variables have been handled with sure­
ness, consistency, and fidelity to script. 
Suppose the director, for some reason, has 
been quite unable to control a variable? Well 
—the good critic will not be blind to that I 
possibility, nor will he fail to consider it in 1 
print.
The thoughtful critic is disturbed when a 
particular acting performance “outshines” all 
the rest, for he knows that a role may domi-
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i late, but a performance, of itself, must not— 
river. When a performance protrudes, a vari­
able has been wrenched out of proportion, 
! and the director has failed.
The criticism of acting should be offered 
[with great prudence and very few words, and 
[it should be the last topic of the review. 
[Why? Because the critic’s emotions are most 
; vulnerable in this area, and he wishes to 
avoid as far as possible the subjectivity re­
sponse, which in the critic, as has been noted, 
> is not more helpful to the artist than the sub­
jective response of the ticket-taker.
Perhaps nowhere is meaningful criticism 
of theater, and artistic endeavour generally, 
more important than in a liberal arts college.
Surely journalism students ought to be per­
suaded to avail themselves of courses in 
criticism where such courses are given. True 
enough, critical evaluation with respect to the 
performing arts is often neglected in arts 
curricula, possibly because of a dearth of 
adequately experienced teachers. Yet some­
thing ought to be done about it. Heaven 
knows we suffer no shortage of fellows busy 
learning how to make abstruse, dreary, con­
tradictory and contentious post mortems on 
literary works in the name of critical evalu­
ation. Where is the encouragement for the 
chap who wants to look critically at a ballet, 
a play, an opera, or pictures in a gallery? 
Where is the other chap who will teach him?
Tlh© U gly Cat
by Gary Gatza
Gary Gatza is a freshman from Denver majoring in philosophy.
The cat was ugly and I hated 
him for his ugliness. His body, 
dwarfed and twisted, with its nak­
edness feebly covered by tufts of 
matted hair, supported a too big 
head. His movements weren’t cat­
like. It walked, but without 
beauty, a spastic limp in all four 
legs best qualified the efforts, and 
the cat sickened me when I 
watched it. The thing was always 
coming to me, mewing (even its 
voice was crippled), asking to be 
petted. It was monstrous and per­
verted and I wouldn’t touch it. 
Two girls who lived next door 
owned the cat, and I didn’t asso­
ciate with them, either, because 
they loved and petted the animal.
I killed the cat the same day I 
climbed the tree. The tree in the 
vacant lot behind the house was 
my biggest goal. No boy in the 
neighborhood had been able to 
conquer the tree until I did, that 
day I killed the cat. I fought and 
kicked my way up and stayed a 
long time in the top branches, 
lonesome and free as a train 
whistle. My mother called me for 
dinner, it was late evening and
dark was coming in fast. I hur­
ried down to tell her what I had 
done.
I jumped over the fence. There 
was the cat, under my feet, limp­
ing and sniveling. I tried to run 
around it, but it stayed under me. 
I jumped; he moved under my 
feet, still crying to be petted, and 
my heels came down on his back, 
breaking and killing the monster.
The cat was even uglier dead 
than alive. It wore that grimace 
seen on the faces of all murdered 
things, and the body was smaller, 
more twisted and pitiful than be­
fore. I waited for the girls to get 
the remains, wanting to laugh at 
their tears and the little burial 
rites children always give their 
pets, but the smallest girl picked 
up the cat, gave me a dumb, un­
comprehending look, and threw 
the corpse in the garbage. I ran 
into the house because I was 
ashamed to cry in front of her.
I’m kind to cats now. I feed, 
pet and love them, but it’s too 
late. I wonder many times about 
us, the cat, the girls and me. I 
wonder how it would have 
changed things if I had stopped 
running for a few seconds and 
created love and shared it with 
the cat, with the sweet little girls 




Nancy Fishburn, whose story, “The Skeptical 
Shepherd,” appeared in the 1955 spring issue of 
Venture, is an English major. She lives in Mis­
soula and is a sophomore this year.
The little man unrolled his clammy hand­
kerchief and began to smooth it out most 
carefully upon the black knee of his trousers. 
His suit was all black with shiny elbows and 
shiny lapels, above which his hair, a reddish 
fringe, encircled a shining head. A thin film 
of perspiration was running down his neck 
and had soiled the edge of his high collar.
“I do - - I do not know,” he said. His pale 
eyes watered. “I really don’t know.”
The man behind the desk ran dimpled 
fingers through his graying hear and sighed. 
“Look, Mr. - - ah, McGillic-anoy - - I can’t tell 
you. If you don’t know yourself—”
“I can’t seem to think,” said the little man. 
He pulled on his celluloid collar; it felt cold 
and moist against his skin- He shivered 
slightly.
“Chill?” inquired the other solicitously.
“It seems so very - - warm - - here,” said 
McGillic-anoy, trying to fan himself with the 
scrap of linen.
“I’ll tell you what does that,” said Nestor 
chattily. He swayed forward ponderously, 
resting his fleshy elbows on the desk and 
staring over his clasped hands at the appli­
cant.
“The furnace is right below us, see?” 
Through the open knee-hole of the desk Mc­
Gillic-anoy could see that he was swinging 
one spindly leg back and forth, idly. “It 
doesn’t do any good to try and get some in­
sulation installed. They say a little heat is 
a good thing.” McGillic-anoy was watching 
the swinging motion of the foot, hypnoti­
cally. “You get used to it,” Nestor said. He 
picked up his pencil, a finely sharpened in­
strument, and turned to a fresh page in the 
ledger.
McGillic-anoy had been tugging at hi: I  
collar again; the collar button dislodgecl 
suddenly and rattled upon the floor. He I 
was embarrassed; but it was a valuable! 
collar button and he began to search for it I 
on his hands and knees. The floor was warm, I 
almost hot.
“Oh, never mind,” said Nestor, leaning 
around his desk to look at him. “Anything I 
that’s lost around here is just lost. There’s J 
no sense in trying to get it back-”
Obediently, McGillic-anoy arose. His 
hands tingled where they had touched the 
floor boards.
“Come on, sit down,” said Nestor. He < 
poised his pencil above the ledger again.
“Maybe it would help you to start at the 
beginning.”
The little rrmn shook his head helplessly.
“I don’t have anything to tell.”
“Come now, you can recall something that 
will help us to place you. You were a book­
keeper, I believe?”
“Yes.”
“For the Tasca City National Bank’”
“Yes.”
“And your employer was - -?”
“Mr. Werril. That is, for a while. He - 
Certainly, certainly. I know all about 
George Werril. Ran off with a good deal of 
money, didn’t he? It was never recovered - - 
we have him here with us.”
“I - - I shouldn’t like to meet him.”
“Not at all likely. He’s on the fifth floor. 
Your position must have been a quite re­
sponsible one.”
“I - - guess.”
You handled large sums of money.”
“No, not really. Not in my hands, I mean 
- - I just worked with figures - 
“Very good. When did you first begin to 
divert small sums to your own benefit?”
“I never - - 1 never did anything like that!”
A small crease appeared in the bland fore­
head of the inquisitor. “One must remember 
to be truthful in matters of such importance,” 
he said.
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“But I n- - I n-n-never did - -” McGillic- 
finoy could feel the heat from the furnace 
below burning into the soles of his shoes; 
lie pulled his feet onto the rungs of the chair.
Nestor began to thumb rapidly through the 
pages of the ledger, mumbling as he went. 
‘McBien, McDoogle, McGarren, McGinnis, 
[VIcGillic-anoy - - Angus P. McGillic-anoy.” 
[There was silence for a moment. “Angus,” 
ae said sternly, “you do not have a good 
t record.”
McGillic-anoy stared at him in surprise. 
Then he ventured, timidly. “Couldn’t there
“Except for occasional trips?”
“Oh - - yes.”
“You made several trips to Denver, I be­
lieve?”
“Just - - Just one.”
“Yes, that’s right, just one,” agreed Nestor, 
checking it in his ledger. “But you were 
planning another trip, weren’t you, just be­
fore your sudden illness?”
“I - - yes.”
“Excellent, excellent. Now what was the 
purpose of your first trip?”
“I have relatives there.”
be a - - mistake?”
Nestor scowled at his wooden pencil. There 
was no eraser on it- “Not a chance,” he 
said, then looked up at the limp little clerk. 
“Oh, well,” he said “Look, we’ll go through 
the record and if there is anything wrong 
we’ll find it and correct it - - all right?” 
“Yes.” The bookkeeper sat stiffly in his 
chair, the handkerchief balled in one hand.
“Angus Portimand McGillic-anoy,” read 
Nestor. “Born September 17, 1902, 4:20 a.m. 
Tasca City Memorial Hospital, Tasca City, 
Colorado. Unmarried. Age fifty-three. 
“You lived in Tasca City all your life?” 
“Yes.”
“Ah, yes. Your sister, Mrs. Elmer Dunne 
and family - - it was rather a sudden trip, 
wasn’t it?”
“Wh-what?”
“You applied for permission only the day 
before you left - - a Tuesday. And you left 
Wednesday afternoon. That seems rather 
sudden to me.”
“Well, Mr. Werril thought I could use a 
rest - - I was - - nervous; and I hadn’t seen 
them for a while - -.”
“Five years.”
“Yes. I’d been working very hard, and - -” 
“Why were you nervous, Angus?” Nestor 
nibbled on the rubberless end of his pencil
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and stared at McGillic-anoy.
“There’d been some trouble about - - about 
some money missing - - only it wasn’t really
- - it was found. And I was - - nervous - - 
so -
“That was before Mr. Werril’s full activities 
were uncovered, wasn’t it?”
“Oh, yes. We had no idea - 
“Of course. Did you run any errands for 
the bank while you were in Denver?” 
“Errands? - - yes, I did, that is, for M - - Mr.
- - Werril - - I — ”
“What did you do for Mr. Werril?”
“It was just a package - - clean shirts ana 
things, he said he had a room in the Denver 
hotel - - and I dropped the package off - - 
I - - I - - put it just inside the door. He gave 
me a key.”
“He gave you a key. Didn’t you wonder 
why he kept a room and clean shirts in 
Denver?”
He explained it to me - - he went to 
Denver all the time, you see.”
“Um-hmn.”
“On b-business. S-sometimes quite - - 
quite suddenly.”
“Weren’t you and Mr. Werril rather - - 
friendly?”
“No. No - - you see - - no.”
“But he used to stop at your desk and 
chat, didn’t he? The president of the bank, 
you must have been chummy.” 
McGillic-anoy had tied a knot in his hand­
kerchief. He hadn’t meant to, but there it 
was.
Often, when you both were working late 
you stepped out for coffee together, didn’t 
you?”
“Once - - once or twice.”
“Well, what about this second trip - - the 
one your illness prevented. Probably the 
excitement about the decampment of George 
Werril? You thought a few days away from 
the turmoil and publicity might do you 
good?”
“Yes - - the t-turmoil and publicity. I was 
going to visit my sister - -.”
“Again. Well, I think we are getting some­
where after all, don’t you?”
McGillic-anoy was fumbling at the knot. 
He did not look up.
“Angus,” said Nestor softly, “did you tell 
anyone about the hotel room in Denver?” 
Angus jerked on the handkerchief and then 
the knot was tighter than ever. “No - - no,
sir,” he said. “I didn’t - - why should I - -’a  
His voice faded. The knot was really giving |  




“I don’t think this discussion is helping! 
any, after all. Have you any suggestions?” 
“No-no, sir.” I
“None at all?”
The bookkeeper looked up, confused. “I ’ 
don’t - - I can’t think of anything tor- - to 1 
talk about, sir.”
“I think I understand,” said Nestor, smil­
ing at Angus- He wrote several lines firmly ; 
in his ledger, then shut it decisively.
“We’re glad to have you in our depart­
ment,” he said.
Angus leaned forward, touching the desk 
timidly with his left hand. “May I - - ask a 
question?”
“Certainly, no harm to ask.”
“I had hoped —” he hesitated, but Nestor 
was smaliing warmly at him, so he con­
tinued, “I don’t mean to sound ungrateful, 
but I had hoped - - that I might be assigned 
to the other - - department.”
“Oh, no, my good fellow, no!”
“B - - but I - -”
“You didn’t apply! They’re very exclusive 
over there, my good fellow. Only those who 
apply well in advance have any chance of 
getting in.”
“No - - one else?”
“I’m sorry. You just don’t merit ex­
ception.”
“Oh.”
“But I think you’ll find yourself well 
situated here. You’ll have a good deal of 
company, as we try to put ‘likes’ together.” 
“Oh - - yes,” said Angus. His mouth felt 
queer and dry.
“I shouldn’t like to be - - near the furnace-” 
“Oh, a little heat never hurt anybody,” 
said Nestor. He pressed his hand down flat 
on the buzzer on his desk. A sober-suited 
woman opened the door and came in. “Con­
duct this gentleman to the elevator, Miss 
Martin,” he ordered. “Here are his papers.” 
“Yes, sir.” The woman took the papers. 
She did not even look at the bookkeeper, who 
sat uncertainly in his chair, but she leafed 
through the papers.
“What floor, sir?” she asked. Nestor had 
(Continued on Page 32)
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A story written in stream of consciousness style by Barbara Knight
the general
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The Italic portions of this story, T he G eneral by 
Barbara Knight, indicate the flashbacks taking place 
in the general’s mind.
In the land of Lethe there lie two rivers 
and a valley weaves, enfolded, flanked by 
green hills and covered over with a cloud. 
The General held himself encamped above 
the town of Manal and fretted out a Sunday, 
massing for attack.
The whispers rattled in the winds, among 
the plumed, bivouacing troops; from far 
beyond the hills the blooded clans began 
their gathering, flooded down to Manal with 
knives and ancient weapons, girded up for 
war; with rusted tridents, bearing blood of 
past forays the rush of warring winds 
flowed over them. And with them came 
a leader, Stan, a man from hills and soil, 
still holding vast ideals of his race. The 
bayonet was polished and the beads were 
oversaid.
“I wonder,” said the General, “can they 
really think to meet me with a ragged band 
like that?”
“Of course,” said aide-de-camp, “they can, 
and will.”
The morning broke and, troops astir, the 
General called them on. He marched the 
picked and pampered ranks into a field of 
loam. Because the sun steamed up the 
ground and caused a mist to rise, the smell 
of earth and green stalks, broken by boots, 
oozed up. The General rode a stallion. It 
pawed the morning, coursed with spirit, dash­
ing, on the verge of infamy.
The slow advance through mud, clustering 
around the hoofs, with Saxon floundering, 
lulled the vibrant body, rubbed against his 
legs and the General lapsed into a half­
sleep-waking state.
He hugged his knees, clutching the sun and 
warmth and oranges to his chest. The fruit 
spilled over, rolling in the grass, orange and 
green, so pretty, he thought. He kicked the
oranges further on with his feet and watched 
their progress lazily, kicking only now and 
then. The carts departing for Niollo over 
the dusty road puffed, laboring and the team­
sters sang out happy in the morning. He 
sometimes wished they’d call to him, “Hi, 
boy!” and he’d smile and wave a greeting on 
the way.
They were big and rough and gentle, laugh­
ing all at once. They had brown curly hair 
and rough woven shirts and grinned, in the 
little go-by tavern at the ford. “Hi-ho, and 
away,” and they were gone rumbling on.
He bit an orange and licked the juice off 
his fingers, shivering at the orange acid on 
the peel.
Lucie was on him at once, switching at his 
legs, cutting right through the cloth. His 
mouth quivered and he shielded himself with 
his hands and arms, squealing and angry.
The horse snorted, picking gingerly through 
the mud, shaking his head; the general patted 
his neck, speaking low, caressing sounds of 
command, and he gazed over the troops, 
at ready with rifles loose slung on their 
shoulders, unsuspecting.
His voice echoed sharply in the thickening 
air and heads jerked, rifles snapped, the 
attack formation observed. The advance con­
tinued.
Rifle bolts clicked all down the line, he 
lay on his stomach feeling that sweet taste 
in his mouth again, he wanted to spit but the 
insructor might not approve. He felt empty 
and sick and his eyes pressed into his skull, 
so tired. Jetty shoved the wine bottle under 
his nose again. “C’mon, you baboon, drink, 
this is a party and you act like a funeral, 
drink, drink!” They all broke into the drink­
ing song, red, wavering faces like buns on a 
shelf of solid brown. He tried to lift the 
water glass, sticky and purple, but his arms 
were heavy, too heavy to raise. He dropped 
the glass, sloshing the purple all over his 
shirt. Joel barked in his face, “Fool, fool, 
clown!” No one laughed.
The hand on his back pushed again, harder.
“You want to shoot, then start or get up.” 
Not unkindly but gruff.
He adjusted the sling, and sighted and the 
trigger jerked before he finished the count. 
He was flooded with the sense of failure. Bui 
the shout of orders broke over his head, con­
fusing him.
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He jerked awake again, sensing the noise 
of his men, questioning, and he swung out 
the halt over all the ranks. In the sparkling 
sunlight, Stan stood, his hands crossed over 
a shovel handle, waiting. He stood ankle 
deep in the loam, defiantly, grinning at the 
General. His head was cocked to the left 
and he lifted a hand to shade his eyes.
“Hey, general, stop your big horse,” he 
called out insinuatingly. He stood tall, even 
from his mount the general recognized him 
for a tall man. And his broad shoulders 
stretched the rough, clean shirt he wore, 
white and casting back the light. The general 
shut his eyes a second, so white.
“Who are you to block the way of my 
troops? Be gone or be dead for a fool.” The 
general heard his own words bouncing over 
the heads of the soldiers, their eyes were 
puzzled. It’s too early in the morning to
i speak such folly, he thought. I must finish 
this quickly. The breeze began from no­
where, suddenly it was there whipping 
Stan’s shirt away from his waist, raising his 
spun hair. The general even felt it tugging 
at his coat and cap. His horse stirred un- 
, easily, shifting.
He was about to speak again when his cap 
blew off, just picked off his head, and landed 
upside-down in the mud- A stir arose and 
three unranked men leaped after it but Stan, 
quick and light, reached it first and scooped 
it up then darted some few steps to the 
general’s horse and offered it with ceremony.
They seemed incredulous, those thousands 
of staring eyes and hanging mouths, too many 
to be believed. He broke his gaze away from
them and heard a thousand throats gulping 
air simultaneously. He looked at the cap 
and Stan and leaned out to clasp it.
As soon as the cap left his hand Stan 
turned and walked away, gathering his shovel 
and strode swiftly off across the furrow ruts, 
the shovel bouncing and dragging behind him.
They all stood watching him go, back to 
Manal and his band of hill villains and 
women.
The general stunned beyond conception 
spoke crisp words to the captains, listening 
to the orders to go out along the lines, 
bivouac, bivouac!
They put his tent on boards and saplings 
in the rear and the pickets muttered in their 
excitement, the old man’s gone mad!
He brooded long hours alone in the tent, 
through the heat of the day and the meals 
spent staring listlessly at food uneaten.
• In the sundown, when the green hills 
glowed in the last light, he dragged his old 
chest before the tent and pulled with mood 
on a pipe, unbroken in and still strange to his 
ways.
He choked, spitting, sick, as the smoke 
poured around in clouds and the harsh dry­
ness of his mouth and raw wetness from his 
eyes made him pray viciously for a death, 
any death, hut at once. The blockheads 
around him laughed uproariously even 
though he could see their soul-greeness as 
his own.
“Come, Karl, have another, ifll make a 
man of you yet, my lad,” said Stephen, from, 
his sixteen years of creaking manhood.
He knocked the smoke away and floun­
dered, coughing, hut they continued to laugh.
He raised his head, hearing the cluster of 
non-coms, crouched around the fire. They 
joked back and forth, rocking on their heels, 
unconcerned beyond the raw rum they 
slopped in their mugs. He snorted, stamped 
within the tent, cursing Stan and his in­
sufferable insolence.
The cot was hard and unyielding to his 
body as he eased down; the aide appeared, 
unsummoned, and removed the boots with 
stolidity. He had only just picked up his 
cloths and brushes when the general dis­
missed his boot polishing and the aide halted 
for a fraction as he released the flap into the 
night.
The darkness of the tent spun him around 
till he released himself and dropped into the
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pit of sleep. He emerged from a river, wet 
and heavy, held down and hack by his black 
boots, studded with hobs and shining even 
with the water on them. He shuddered, 
stroking the boots; the leather was smooth, 
so smooth, it almost melted away under his 
hand... He grew steadily angry and shouted 
orders at the boots and they stood quietly, 
insolently, unmoving... He marched slowly 
through the river, dragging his boots with 
great effort and sweating, almost crying with 
the strain of holding the rifle above his head. 
The water swirled sickeningly around his 
thighs, cold and bile green.
The non-coms stood at intervals on the 
banks, with grey uniforms and crossed arms 
staring at him with their haughty eyes. A 
long line of them stretched into the future 
darkness.
He was awake, listening in the black. The 
camp was quiet, a few crickets twinkled in 
the night. The light rattle and dry clink of 
light metal came from the horses.
It’s a wild land, he thought, wondering 
immediately why it should seem so, he’d 
known it so intimately, so long a time now, 
since he’d been a boy and lived all his out 
door years in its sun and sky and warm, rich 
earth. A boy in blue smocks and barefoot 
in the grass, running always running.
Barbara Knight, a senior liberal arts major, has 
had her poetry and fiction published in several past 
issues of Venture. She won the 1955 Stearns Short 
Story Award contest last spring for her story, “A 
Table Sits Up in a Room,” which appeared in the 
1955 winter issue of this magazine. In addition to 
her writing activities she is publicity chairman for 
New hall and vice president of both the senior 
class and the Independents.
He slipped into the night and saw the 
sprawled soldiers in sleep; their faces were 
lax and many mouths hung open. He 
clenched his fists in anger and desperation at 
the slack discipline and the damnable bour­
geois officers with their utter fraternization.
He came to the hobbled horses and fondled 
Saxon, gentling him. The beast nuzzled his 
shoulders looking for the apple, petting back- 
The general rustled the straw in his bare 
feet, wincing now and again as a sharp piece 
jabbed his tender skin. He took off his shirt,
and the wind that sifted through the canvas 
made him shiver. He grabbed a bridle from 
the rack and snared Saxon’s head, then awk­
wardly, after a false attempt, he mounted.
The horse flesh was alive under his knees, 
he forgot the wind and no shirt and boots and 
he urged Saxon away slowly, letting him out 
finally over the field, climbing over the rocky 
soft hills to the hard land beyond.
He rode, clutching the animal, free, chasing 
the wind and the years dropped away. He 
raced on, across the valley riding to a 
rhythm of the wind rushing, intensified, ex­
citing him strangely and he leaned forward 
low, giving Saxon head and then he laughed, 
releasing ripples of laughter, unstoppable. 
He lay almost prone, his head against the 
mane, watching the ground weaving out, 
stretching below him and the lights didn’t 
catch his eyes until he was almost upon 
them.
They lay over the valley, sparkles of glow­
worm blurs, each cluster edging the rims of 
the hills quiet, peaceful, harmless. He urged 
the horse up shortly until it stood, hide 
twitching, gleaming in the moon.
The village was alive in moonlight, rifle 
stacks bristled across the cobbled market re­
placing the jugs and strings of gourds and 
fat green melons of an afternoon lifetime 
missing in the night. The buildings blos­
somed with light, and excitement tensed 
through the streets. A gang of cocky youths 
in tight pants and flicking knives about, 
boasted of their soldier killing feats in ear­
shot of the grimmer household heads check­
ing ammunition, backs against their white­
washed walls and pistols in their belts.
The general steadily chided Saxon to the 
very limit of disclosure, breathing excite­
ment, sensing hidden dangers jetting up 
again, and again, with the winds cooling his 
sweating back.
So long ago, he thought, so long ago, the 
year was different then of course, the leaves 
had already begun their fall. The wind was 
still soft though, but it was different some­
how. He’d stood, in the stiff, new uniform, 
gleaming brass and smooth, soft glowing 
boots that swallowed his feet and rubbed 
their new rawness on them. The houses 
were alight, even as now, but the music beat 
and surged, gushing from the windows, dying 
almost away to erupt again in a burst of 
beating hands and stomping feet. His boots
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were wonderful for stomping, when he 
whirled in the dance, the lasses grinned and 
smiled, shy or hold in their way, and he 
swaggered, boasted, was too frightened 
really, hut he leered along with the rest, 
bursting, hoping they’d ask him about it, this 
military life.
The clop of horse across the light and dark 
of open doors and solid patches of walls, and 
slanting roofs sent the men standing, tense 
and grasping weapons waiting.
The General closed the few rods between 
them, he and these peasant people, and the 
final surrender, the blending effused through 
him, for a moment, just a second, before the 
hot bullet caught him in the chest and tugged 
him off his mount, spilling him in a heap at 
their feet- Saxon stood, trembling. The 
young bandit, of hot-eyed pride subsided 
under the cuffings and when they took his 
smoking weapon, his manhood wavered, back, 
back; he fled.
In the bivouac, from under a pile of 
blankets, the sentry yawned, tasting of stale 
wine, and slung his rifle slackly across his 
shoulder, smiling, groggy at his dreams.
oV cl6/ ^ y C a c i v ^ v m f n ^
by Cyrus Noe
Cyrus Noe is a graduate student in English.
I shall live my life within this tiny room 
i '̂° watch the seasons blaze and fade 
i ^ o n  a courtyard black with ancient stones. 
My blood is thin and tired. I tremble when 
I see
f A crowd along the street.
Passion’s keenest edge
Is war. My closet lost inside this rotting 
height
Away from light and passion: but from a 
thousand 
Windows stare a thousand faces 
| Who 11 kiss a bloody ax for passion.
Below my narrow 
| Window now they run to fan the altar fires, 
j ^ng savage music, hasten all our deaths.
I watch them closely, hours on end, till 
twilight:
| When from this height these shadows grow 
j Across those ancient stones.
I Stuttgart, Germany, May Day, 1955
by Jerry Madden
Jerry Madden, a transfer from Gonzaga, is a senior 
English major at MSU this year.
It is odd, the extremes to which the aver­
age woman will drive a logical, reasonable 
man. I suppose the root of the trouble lies 
with the hereditary treachery that flows 
down to the members of the female sex from 
their mothers and co-conspirator, Eve. Yet 
it seems to me that the modern versions of 
the first temptress are better versed in the 
art of deceit than she was. Of course, one 
must consider that they have a whole back­
log of female scheming to research from and 
also can compare notes among their con­
temporaries. Women can use the argument 
that it is the men’s own damn fault and 
that they don’t have to play the silly game. 
But who can deny nature?
A man knows there are many animals that 
depend upon him for their existence. If 
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become lost and eventually starve in our 
complex society. Man doesn’t just get some 
animal under his thumb and then leave him 
there to shift for himself. He cares for the 
animal and is rewarded by loyalty and affec­
tion.
When a woman is the animal involved, it’s 
a different story. Let us take a common 
example. This fellow arises in the morn­
ing, eats his Wheaties and thinks its a great 
day to be alive. He experiences that sense 
of complete freedom and well-being which 
is a part of happy bachelorhood. It might 
be any time during the day that disaster 
strikes this gay, handsome gallant- He might 
be riding to work on the buss, swaying 
rhythmically with the motion and deeply 
engrossed in his newspaper. Maybe he is eat­
ing lunch, favoring the waitress with a warm 
smile while lingering contentedly over a 
cup of coffee. Or he is sitting in a cool, dim 
cocktail lounge, relaxing over a drink and 
reviewing his great accomplishments of the 
day. Boing! I won’t describe her. They all 
have the same standard equipment. It is 
safe to say that she will be wearing a silly 
hat, a tailored suit, or a gay sun dress (de­
pending upon the season; they have this 
thing down to a science), and she will appear 
very capable and self-contained. This ap­
pearance is designed to intrigue the man who 
actually wouldn’t give a damn if she were 
readily accessible but who sees challenge and 
adventure in such an attitude.
He still has a little of the courtesy and awe 
of fair women which his mother worked so 
hard to instill in him (a man is doomed from 
birth and prepared for his fate by the only 
woman who ever really loved him) and he 
just doesn’t quite know how to go about ap­
proaching her. Oh, he’s met many women, 
but somehow, each one seems different.
If she is smart, she will smile just a little. 
This smile is designed to invite advances 
which will later be repelled with equal vigor. 
“Why! where did you get the idea that I 
was that kind of a girl?” So it goes.
Let’s say that the meeting takes place in 
a cocktail lounge. His first thought will be 
to buy her a drink. She will undoubtedly ac­
cept. She’ll drink them all night as long as 
she’s not paying for them. They eventually 
get to talking and find out that they are both 
lonesome (she is dated for two weeks solid).
He probably looks tolerably prosperous in the 
suit which his tailor told him would be the 
last until he paid his bill- He sits there pray­
ing that she will stop bolting creme de cacaos, 
since he is getting a little short of cash. She 
hopes that he will be sober enough to see her 
home. They both eventually make it, he 
staggering and she as calculating as a snake. 
Women who work at it can develop a great 
capacity for strong drink.
The next morning she arises with a much 
boosted ego; he arises with a headache and 
drinks tomato juice. Sometime during the 
day, he realizes that he is in love. She doesn’t 
especially care. Then begins a whirlwind 
courtship (to coin a phrase). This is mostly 
on his part. After many date refusals and 
snubs, the wind eventually blows itself out.
Soon he will meet another woman; she will 
spend his money; he will suffer many hang­
overs. Suddenly he finds that he is not so 
young as he once was and begins feeling sad 
and unwanted. Even his hi-fi fails to cheer 
him. His mother, when she thinks him not 
looking, shakes her head and clucks her 
tongue. This can either lead to alcoholism 
or a monastery.
He takes his mother’s advice and starts 
going to church. He sees a nice girl (all girls 
who go to church are nice). This girl is prob­
ably going to church for the same reason he 
is- He manages to meet her (bought the min­
ister a drink) and sooner or later marries her. 
It’s that simple.
This man has been kicked around by women 
for the larger part of his life. Now he has 
completely sold himself down the river. 
Maybe women are right—we are damn fools. 
It’s bigger than all of us. But what a way 
to go.
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The late Dana Sullivan from 
Stevensville wrote the following1 
essay and poem. He was a fresh­
man majoring in journalism last 
year.
The Computer
by Dana Neil Sullivan
Believing as I do that man in the distant 
future will be a far more perfect creature 
than he now is, it is an intolerable, thought 
that he and all other sentient beings are 
doomed to complete annihilation after such 
long-continued slow progress.
C harles D a r w in
The earth continued to progress along its 
orbit around the sun 82 times after the first 
atomic chain reaction on the white sand of 
an American desert. The earth had made 
only 45 complete revolutions since the mon­
strous hydrogen blasts shook the planet on 
[ axis so that the great polar ice caps began 
to crawl away from their ancient resting 
[ places, and New York, Massachusetts, and 
Maine were put to sleep in the midnight sun 
under tons of rock, earth, and ice.
Much of the ice cap melted in the con- 
| suming heat of the new atmosphere and, 
along with the oceans, evaporated, so that 
[ the planet was surrounded by a heavy layer 
of clouds, stopping the direct rays of the sun 
from reaching through. The earth momen- 
| tarily became dry and parched, but without 
the sun it cooled, and eventually the atmos­
phere cooled and the clouds condensed.
The rain started slowly, falling into the 
I valleys and the ocean beds. The remaining 
glaciers continued to move, dredging before 
| ^ em rock and earth, reshaping and rebuild- 
| ing the mountains and valleys. Finally the 
great ice masses came to rest- Torrents of 
[j rain flooded the lowland and drenched the 
I mountains.
The mutations of advanced life again began 
to germinate and expand. The leaves of cul- 
i ^vated plants changed to feathery fronds,
the plants throve in the swampy soil. The 
earth became covered with moss and fern­
like vegetation.
Nested around the trunks of massive ferns, 
gelatinous, shapeless masses of protoplasm 
spread themselves over microscopic particles 
and consumed them. The gelatinous sub­
stances budded and multiplied.
On a hill, too high to be reached by the 
floods, and too far from the poles to have 
been crushed by the ice movement, a steel 
and cement structure slowly gave way to the 
vegetation. Inside the rooms, untouched by 
the searing blasts of the hydrogen bombs, 
books lined the rotting shelves. Long tubular 
light fixtures hung loosely from the cracked 
ceiling. Along one wall stood the cabinets 
containing miles of wiring and scores of elec­
tronic devices, sealed and protected against 
heat and cold, moisture and dry air. The 
uranium power plant, the mineral having 
almost lost its radioactivity, awaited the flip­
ping of a single switch that would set the tiny 
computers into operation. Then the small 
punched cards would analyze, compile, and 
interpret. From the other side of the mech­
anism would come the answers to countless 
questions too deep for the minds of the crea­
tures who had constructed the device.
The machine was quiet now. The civiliza­
tion of which it was a product was quiet.
Dead. Transformed, mutilated, and killed by 
an atmosphere of unbreathable air and in­
tense heat. An atmosphere that it had made 
for itself.
Civilizations through history had risen and 
had fallen, in a cycle—a cycle that moved 
forward, ascending toward a goal. The civil­
izations had risen and had fallen, until their 
cycles progressing upward finally reached the 
summit and plummeted down. Now civiliza­
tion was gone, but the nebulous, insensible 
substance lived and budded and multiplied.
In the steel and cement building a book 
lay open, moldy and decaying, on a desk. In 
the damp, curled pages a blob of gelatin made 
its nest, feeding on whatever the drops of 
water carried with them from the leaky roof. 
The dripping water and the sluggish, nebular 
life ran the ink and made unreadable the 
mysteries of Darwin’s Origin of Species.
A chunk from the ceiling broke and fell 
on the metal cabinet of the computer. A 
spark snapped. The cards, neatly arranged 
on a noiseless conveyer, began to feed into
a slot in the face of the cabinet. With a slow, 
monotonous crawl and a gentle humming, 
some cards filed in and two dropped out.
“Outcome of forthcoming nuclear conflict: 
Advanced weapons of the Democracies will 
establish equality of men throughout the 
world.”
“Result of present religious revolution: 
Man will use faith and emotion in dealing 
with the products of the scientific revolution, 
and with these scientific achievements will 
put an end to all aggression and conflict.”
The machine, as always, was right. The 
Democracies had leveled all peoples to equal­
ity. There was no further conflict.
CONQUEST
By Dana Neil Sullivan
Hearken now while I speak of wind and trees, 
And falling leaves, the moon, and rising sun. 
I’ll tell where man’s conquest’s not yet begun; 
Of unknown flowers dancing in the breeze,
Of unclimbed peaks; grandeur for centuries. 
I’ll tell of fields where herds of deer still run, 
Of unfound rivers which, their plunging done, 
Flow out to peace in quiet, unsailed seas- 
But no—I’ll tell you not—for you are man, 
And being thus, there’s conquest in your 
heart.
You’d find the flowers, pick them, give them 
name.
You’d climb the mountain to the top. Where 
Ran the deer, you would go with gun; kill, 
depart:
For man conquers and leaves no place the 
same.
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By John Richard Harris
This is the first of a three part series by Dick 
Harris who is a junior in journalism and photo­
grapher for the University news service. He 
studied photography in the marines.
PART I
The act of recording the people, places, 
emotions, thoughts and actions of the modern 
world is truly an art — the living art of 
photography. The display of personality 
traits in keeping with mores and customs is 
important in our lives and important in 
photographic art. Thus the natural working 
laws of the photographic medium and the 
adherence or allowable deviation from the 
norm, and the methodical, categorical listing 
of these laws form principles known as 
“Esthetics of Photography.”
The capable photographer who is familiar 
with equipment and photographic processing 
can evaluate, pre-determine, and achieve the 
desired effect. How, then, can the photog­
rapher transform the elusive agent “light,” 
in its external physical nature, into a visible 
image created by his own ingenuity? 
CREATING THE PHOTOGRAPH
Before the photographer can plastically ex­
plore the form of his subject with light to 
find the “picture,” he must completely or­
ganize in his mind the reciprocal effects in­
volved in making the final photograph- Of 
paramount importance are proper considera­
tions as to angles, film, lenses, cameras, de­
velopment and darkroom techniques, and 
printing. When he has achieved the magic 
formula in these terms, light is admitted 
through the lens to invisibly react on the 
film. The picture is made!
However, unless the photographer can 
mentally preconceive the visual image in the 
latent, or invisible, image, no amount of 
skillful manipulation in the darkroom can 
produce an acceptable work of art. The 
esthetic vitality of photography comes prim­
arily through the manner in which the 
photographer sees the world photographi­
cally and transforms that “seen” concept into 
a fusion of imagination and technical re­
sources. Without this union of creative in­
sight, the photograph with a sound imagina­
tive basis but imperfect execution is still­
born. A picture consisting of brilliant exe­
cution in terms of finest grain and detail, 
perfect gamma or contrast, and richest tonal 
gradations, but lacking in positive dramatic 
content, remains simply a mechanical pro­
cess of manipulation.
The artist choosing photography as his 
medium of expression must go first-hand 
to those phases of nature and life around 
him to which his personal gifts lead him- 
After an intimate knowledge of these phases, 
his function is to convey those peculiarly re­
vealing aspects of his subject, through a 
physical and chemical medium, to new 
photographic realities. Photography thus be­
comes an act of re-creation.
The photographer, with his three-dimen­
sional vision, views the real world in move­
ment, color, spatial relationships, a dimen­
sion of time, life-size scale, and emotional 
meaning. The visual impulse he receives 
from this world, he must discharge into the 
photographic image which contains two 
dimensions. This image has no element of 
time, is in restricted scale, has no inherent 
movement, and does not necessarily impli­
cate emotional meaning. The two mediums 
are not the same.
The photographer must therefore make 
optical, chemical, and manipulative compen­
sations. From this seemingly unfathomable 
paradox is born the esthetic expressions and 
laws of photography.
LIGHT
Visual reality exists through light, and 
photographic reality exists ultimately 
through light. While observing the modifi­
cation of lighting on forms and volumes 
and its role in creating or destroying signi­
ficance, one has respect amounting to awe 
of the tool which daily use does not dull.
Esthetics o f Photography
Light illuminates objects and space, makes 
the exposure, and at times becomes predomi­
nant theme and subject.
Light is a means for interpretation, be­
cause it superimposes its qualities on tan­
gible realities. Lighting may be dispas­
sionate or passionate—for the passive exami­
nation of nature as it is, or the dramatization 
of the photographer’s emotions toward it. It 
is the natural result of light affecting vary­
ing personalities which makes each pho­
tographer different, and some photographers 
great and others unknown.
LENS INTERPRETATIONS
Human desire to see creates tremendous 
problems for the photographer as he is con­
fronted with an analogue. We want to see 
normal things, but we also want to see 
things we can’t normally see. Our desire to 
see objects sharply, softly, in approximately 
normal human eye perspective, far things 
near, and to see the microcosmic and the 
cosmic, necessitates a choice of objectives.
Optical differences between lenses permit 
the photographer to satisfy these varied de­
sires. The flexibility of modern lenses, 
through a wide option of optical character­
istics, provides a flexibility which can be 
used to promote normal rendering or ex­
pressive but intentional distortion.
FOCUS
Lenses are designed to give varying de­
grees of sharpness. Optical correction gives 
a sharp image, to be desired as much as a 
good pair of eyes. The modern vogue is wire- 
sharp focus. Very often however, attention 
is best focused on the center of interest by 
not obtaining sharp focus throughout unim­
portant sections.
Our eyes see one section of our visual 
field in sharpest focus with dimmer peri­
phery. This report of our senses to the 
brain has given us the habit of concentrating 
on one thing at a time. The photographei 
must also render an object of signal im­
portance by selective focus or camera angle 
or other photographic techniques.
CAMERA ANGLES
By varying the relative position of the 
camera in relation to his subject, the photog­
rapher can express astonishing psychological 
differences in the same material. The head- 
on close-up “mug” shot on a passport picture 
is the classic banality. Yet the intense 
forthright close-up with camera and sitter
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“eye to eye,” so to speak, could produce a 
monument of interpretative insight.
Violent up or down shots have to be made 
with discretion inasmuch as perspective dis­
tortions are generally inevitable. Care must 
be taken to insure that one doesn’t inadver­
tently swell heads and shrivel feet and cause 
an esthetic expression to become a grotesque 
caricature, unless this is the desired effect- 
TONE
The physical surface of the photographic 
print is covered with metallic deposits which 
form photographic tone. As the distribution 
of these halides or particles of silver is dense 
or sparse, the tones are darker or lighter. 
Configuration of tonal differences creates the 
physical image. This tonal image is the 
springboard for our illustrations of form and 
their psychological significance, and is the 
source of our esthetic pleasure. The con­
tinuous range of gradations from white 
through grays to black, as registered by the 
human eye is not infinite but limited. How­
ever, for the artist’s purpose, there is a seem­
ingly inexhaustible working combination of 
tonal values used in two-dimensional rela­
tionships providing dramatic contrasts or 
delicate shadings in every conceivable tex­
ture.
LINE
Photographic line is actually a by-product 
of tone, the silver deposit. Line gives boun­
daries to visual shapes in space.
Lines separate shapes, define recognizable 
objects, and provide convincing forms of un­
known objects. Line also has an independent 
esthetic role more important than merely 
defining factual form. Using line the pho­
tographer may create or emphasize design or 
proportions. Using the long sweeping line 
of the horizon, he may glorify the fading rays 
of a magnificent sunset, or convey the feel­
ing of immense solitude of the panoramic 
desert.
Using the sinuous lines of animate mam­
mals, he may provide the sensation of a 
swaying dancer, or lend rhythm to a com­
position of the most elementary nature.
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(Continued from Page 11) 
should be brought to the realization that 
social drinking is all right if indulged in with 
self control. An attitude like this must be 
taught early in life and the only logical place 
to teach it is at home.
By and large, social drinking appears to 
be here to stay. An enlightened society will 
find itself better equipped to conquer the 
problems connected with drinking if it 
recognizes the fact that the picture is not 
so black as alarmists would have us believe; 
that alcohol is a good relaxing agent; that its 
sale adds some $3,000,000 per year to our 
treasury in taxes; and that it is not being con­
sumed so excessively as it used to be—more 
and more people are drinking less and less.
THE INTERVIEW
(Continued from Page 20) 
taken a sharp metal blade from the left-hand 
drawer. He began to sharpen the dulled 
lead of his pencil, working carefully, the
pleased smile of a craftsman on his face.
“Which floor, sir?” insisted the woman. 
Nestor looked up.
“The basement,” he said, and smiling, went 
back to his work-
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